
The network monitoring tool
PRTG by Paessler runs on a
Windows server in the network
and gathers data from the
monitored systems using
technology like SNMP, Syslog
and WMI. Using this technology
eliminates the need to install
agents on individual network
components. All information
lands in a highperformance,
central database and is used to
trigger alarms if failures or
unusual events occur, create
reports and perform longterm
analyses and comparisons to the
current performance values.

PRTG operates with a webbased
management interface, as well as
with probes and sensors. The
Ajaxbased management
interface displays monitoring
data and enables configuration of
the solution. The probes collect
the information in the network
and send it to the PRTG server.
One can use a single probe on the
same server as the management
interface or multiple probes can
be strategically distributed within
the network to optimize the
performance and integrate
remote networks in the
monitoring environment. Lastly,
the sensors are interfaces to
specific services that provide
data, such as SNMP, WMI and

packet sniffing, as well as
NetFlow, jFlow and sFlow
components. In other words, they
query data from the monitored
services, applications or devices
and forward the information to
the probes.

Paessler currently offers more
than 190 sensors, which cover all
aspects of network monitoring.
Among these are sensors that
measure bandwidth usage,
sensors for Linux, Mac and
Windows computers, sensors for
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The newest version of PRTG, the monitoring solution by Paessler, comes equipped
with many new sensors, including sensors for Microsoft Exchange and receiving

Syslog and trap messages. Additional apps for Android, iOS and Windows Phone
are included, as well as a new ticket system. We took a close look at the

product in our testlab, paying special attention to the new functions.
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file servers andvirtual
environments and sensors for
databases, mail servers, VoIP
solutions and IPv6. In many
cases, the sensors also have so
called “channels”. These deliver
detailed information regarding
the components monitored by the
sensors. In this way, a sensor that
monitors the CPU usage on a
server includes a channel for the

total CPU usage, as well as
channels for the usage of the
individual processors and their
respective cores in the server.

Implementing PRTG
Implementing PRTG is as easy as
downloading the installation file
from the manufacturer’s website
and installing it on a Windows
system with network access to
the components that should be
monitored. According to the
manufacturer’s information,
PRTG runs on all Windows client
and server versions from

Windows Server 2003 and
requires one GByte RAM. We
used a Windows Server 2012 R2
with 4 GByte RAM and a quad
core CPU with 2.6 GHz
processor speed.

PRTG is ready to use as soon as
the installation is complete.
Paessler delivers a free, full
function demo version with a

limited sensor count (10 sensors),
which can be extended to include
more sensors by purchasing a
license. After logging in to the
management console, the
Configuration Guru helps with
the initial configuration of the
solution.

This guru asks you for important
information including domain
names and the login data that
PRTG should use to collect
information from the monitored
systems. The guru can also
execute a network scan and add

devices found by the scan to the
PRTG monitoring environment.
The scan found all existing
devices in our test network and
was even able to add the most
important sensors; for example,
sensors that monitor Windows
system values. These
automatically created default
sensors are more than sufficient
for most computers. However,
application monitoring does need
to be set up by the administrators.
The Configuration Guru easily
found our Windows Server 2012
based Exchange Server 2013
with Service Pack 1, but it did
not recognize it as an Exchange
solution. Instead, it set up the
standard sensors for monitoring a
Windows server. In order to
monitor the Exchange services as
such, the respective sensors must
be added to the server entry
manually.

To add sensors manually, simply
click on the device’s entry and
select the option “Add Sensor”.
PRTG then shows all sensors that
are offered by the software. As
there are over 190 entries, the
page seems rather overwhelming
at first. Users who are familiar
with PRTG can search for
sensors using key words. This is
extremely useful if an
administrator is looking for a
sensor that s/he knows the name
of. Alternatively, the
administrator may filter the
sensors by selecting the type of
monitoring component (operating
system, server, WMI devices,
HTTP services, etc.). PRTG then
displays only those sensors that
are relevant in the selected
context. We selected the term
‘Mail Server’ and were presented
with a list of sensors for
monitoring IMAP, POP and
SNMP services. All Exchange
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sensors were included in the list
as well. These can be linked to
the Exchange server and
configured by clicking “Add”.
The sensors began working
immediately.

At this point in our test, we
added the new Exchange sensors
to the monitoring system, which
are based on Powershell queries
and monitor the Exchange

database, public folders, inboxes
and Exchange security. We
encountered no difficulties with
these sensors. Thanks to the
comprehensive configuration
assistance, setting up PRTG
proved to be quite easy. It should
go rather quickly – of course,
relative to the complexity of the
network and number of
additional applications that
should be monitored.

The Test
In the next part of our test, we
put the apps for Android and iOS
under the microscope. We then
devoted our attention to the new
sensors for receiving Syslog data
and SNMP Trap messages, and
finally took a close look at the
ticket system.

In order to understand exactly
how PRTG works, we would like
to take a moment to go over
working with the most important
monitoring techniques. Basically,
PRTG presents a tree structure
with the monitored components.
The trunk of this structure is
made up of the probes in the
network. Under each probe are
branches with the devices
monitored by the probe. The

administrator can access the
sensors for each device under the
corresponding tree node. There is
an overview page for each probe
or server that shows all
components belonging to that
particular entry. Drill down
menus enable the administrator
to call up detailed information
down to sensor level. PRTG
offers various options to make
sure that failures do not get
overlooked. These notify the
responsible staff of failures,
sometimes even before the
disruption occurs. For example,
sensors that report problems do
not only create an entry in an
error log but also generate alerts,
such as emails, text messages,
Syslog entries or new tickets in
the ticket system.

PRTG displays the values in the
sensor overview as numerical
data and creates overview
graphics for various time periods
as speedometer gauges. The most
important values are shown in
extralarge displays, so that the
responsible staff can see relevant
facts at a glance. Sensors can also
be configured here, for example,
by setting threshold values, at
which PRTG should issue
warnings. This is especially
useful for notifying staff of
relatively high latencies in
network traffic or high processor
usage.

Administrators can also create
“dependencies” in the sensor
overview. These ensure that
individual sensors only issue
alarms under specific conditions.
For example, if PRTG is
monitoring a Microsoft SQL
Express database on a client
system that is shut down every
evening, the corresponding
database sensor would generate
an error every evening after
shutdown, as soon as the
database stops responding.

This can be avoided by
connecting the sensor to a Ping
sensor, which checks whether a
system is actually running and
then only permits error messages
to be sent if this is the case. In
this way, the system ensures that
the IT department isn’t flooded
with unnecessary error messages
every evening.

Comprehensive report functions
round out the scope of services in
PRTG. Automatic reports are
created that provide an overview
of the status of the devices in the
network and can, for example, be
regularly sent to the responsible
management persons by email.
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The iOS Application
We’ve now come to the first
highlight: the new and improved
iOS application. This runs on
iPhones, iPads and iPod Touch
devices with iOS6 or higher,
although push notifications only
work with iOS7 or higher. On the
server side, PRTG 12 or higher
must be implemented. This
product can be installed for free
from the App Store. After
downloading the app, enter the
PRTG system address and login
information to use the app to its
full extent. If access should be
allowed over the Internet as well
as over the LAN, the mobile
devices must be allowed to
access the PRTG server, for
example via port forwarding or a
VPN.

The app always opens to the last
used view and can access the
probes and device entries – just
like in the management console –
and call up information on the
individual sensors via drill down
menus. The solution shows the
sensor values as well as full
screen statistics and graphics.
Should an alarm be triggered, the
user can switch to the affected
sensor with a tap. The app can
also be used to set priorities for
the sensors and set specific
sensors as favorites.

The product can do more than
just show data, it can also be
used for active work with PRTG.
Users can confirm error
messages and receive
notifications (these can be
restricted to specific sensor types
if necessary).

Just like the management
console, the iOS app uses colors
to highlight the current status of
the components in the single

sensor overview. The only thing
missing in comparison to the web
interface is the overview with the
gauges. Sensors can be paused
and started with the app similar
to the management console as
well.

The sensor overview also
provides the opportunity to edit
sensor settings, view logs, call up
comments and switch to the
mobile web user interface. This
interface displays a variation of
the webbased management
interface that has been optimized
for mobile browsers, over which

the user can communicate with
any device via PRTG and that
mirrors the entire service
spectrum of the management
console.

The iOS app can also be used to
view reports and maps. Maps are
graphic visualizations of the
monitored network that show, for
example, which components are
connected, and how. The maps
do not only show icons that
represent the devices, but can
also show alarm lists and other

elements, which provide
administrators with important
information at a glance. Similar
to the web interface, the app
provides the option to show
sensor favorites and to access
Top 10 lists. Again, users are able
to drill down to sensor level,
view graphics, configure settings,
etc.

Specific source areas can be
selected for the Top 10 lists, for
example only Windows Servers
or only database systems.
Information regarding longest or
shortest uptime, fastest or slowest

pings, bandwidth usage, CPU
usage, etc. can be filtered and
displayed. The app provides this
data for overviews of current
sensor values as well as for the
Top 10 lists. Administrators have
the option to view sensors
grouped according to status (up,
down, paused, etc.) and to select
sensors according to tags.
Possible tags might be
‘bandwidth sensor’, ‘battery’,
‘HTTP sensor’, ‘sniffer sensor’
and so on. The app also allows
for direct access to existing
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alarms. The refresh interval
which is used to dictate when the
app updates its data from the
server, as well as the access
account, can be customized in the
settings. In this way, the app is
able to support working with
multiple accounts. Paessler also
provides various tools within the
framework of the app. A new
ping function, access to the
Paessler newsfeed, a feedback
dialog and options for scanning
QR codes are some of these
tools. PRTG’s web interface
offers QR codes that open the
app directly to the corresponding
object’s web page when scanned.
The codes can also be printed
and attached to server racks, for
example. In the test, the iOS app
proved to be extremely useful. It
allowed for – especially on the
iPad – very helpful, easy access
to all relevant functions of the
Paessler monitoring system.

The Android App
The new PRTG Android app is
very similar to the iOS version. It
runs on Android 4.0 and higher
and requires PRTG Network
Monitor 13.1 or higher on the
server side. In order to get the
most out of the app, Paessler
recommends PRTG 13.x.4 and
Android 4.1. The product is
available for free in the Google
Play Store.

Access to device and sensor data
is available via drill down menus,
identical to the iOS app. The
same statistical data and graphics
that are included in the Apple
solution are available for
Android. In addition, the Android
app enables data to be forwarded
to other services (Evernote, for
example) in the sensor view. The
Android app also offers historical
data, access options for the logs

and a search function. Even
sensor measurements can be run
directly from within the app. The
speedometer display is included
as well.

The Android solution also
supports the PRTG libraries,
which enable an alternative view
of the monitored components.
For example, all Office systems,
all systems with sensors with a
certain status, all virtualization
systems, all computers with
specific bandwidth usages, etc.
can be summarized into libraries.
By the way – these libraries and
the ticket system will be
integrated in the next version of
the iOS app.

The update interval can be set up
in the App settings. It is also
possible to specify that graphics
should only be loaded when
requested, which is useful for
WAN connections with limited
data volume. The tools in the
Android app include options for
scanning QR codes and
executing pings but there are also
additional tools like traceroute

and others that allow you, for
example, to check network
connectivity of a database that
you use to translate MAC
addresses to manufacturers.

An important highlight of the
Android app is the widgets.
Widgets can be placed on the
home screen of Android devices
where they display current
information, such as new emails.
With the PRTG app, the user has
access to all sensor values,
graphics, alarms and status
displays as widgets in table or
speedometer gauge form. To
create a widget, simply tap on the
desired value in the app, select
‘Use as a widget’ and add the
corresponding widget to the
home screen of the Android
device. In this way, the
administrator is constantly and
effortlessly uptodate on the
most important values in his/her
network. We were very
impressed by this during the test.

PRTG Probe for Android
This is a good point to take a
look at the PRTG Probe for
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Android. This software runs on
mobile devices and gathers data
provided by them. What data is
collected depends on the
monitored component. Typical
values are, for example, battery
life, WLAN information, lighting
conditions, humidity, pressure,
temperature and location. In
addition to being added to the
monitored components, the
Android devices can be
implemented as hardware
environment sensors, which can
be useful for old smart phones
that have actually exceeded their
life span.

Sensors for Receiving Syslog
Messages and SNMP Traps
Paessler has included sensors in
the new version of PRTG that are
able to receive Syslog messages
and SNMP traps. Many network
devices support sending Syslog
information and traps to servers
in the network, which collect the
contained data in a central
location. Here, the information
can be analyzed, used, and
searched through, in order to
simplify network management
and identify security problems.

PRTG’s Syslog and SNMP trap
receiver sensors can be integrated
in the monitoring system just like
any other sensor. There are two
possible methods for integration:
the first method is to add a sensor
directly to the device on which
the probe is running. In order for
the sensor to receive data, the
administrator must configure the
SNMP and Syslogcompatible
devices to send their notifications
directly to the probe device, so
that all desired information is
received there. Alternatively, the
administrator can set up the
sensors directly on the
responsible probe for the devices

that should be monitored. PRTG
then logs the notifications within
the probe’s overview for each of
the devices. Of course, the
devices must be configured to
send their data to PRTG.

According to the manufacturer,
both PRTG sensors can process
approximately 10,000 Syslog or
trap notifications per second.
High performance evaluation
tools are a must in order to
benefit from the high data
volume. Comprehensive filters
help to search through the data
and present only the information

that is useful for the
administrator. Relevant data
lands in the PRTG database and
can be called up via the web
interface.

The Syslog sensor typically
sends out a warning if it receives
a message with ‘Severity 4’ and
changes to ‘Error’ status if a
message with ‘Severity 3’ or
lower comes up. This behavior
can be adjusted in the sensor
configuration. When working
with these sensors, it is important
to know that their information is
updated at every sensor scan

executed by PRTG, which occurs
in regular intervals. This means it
is possible that a Syslog message
with ‘Severity 2’ triggers an
error. The sensor status will
change to ‘Error’. If the error
message does not appear during
the next scan and none of the
received messages contain errors,
the ‘Error’ status of the sensor
will be cancelled. This will
happen even if the original error
still remains. However, the
message can still be called up via
the web interface.

The Syslog and trap sensors are
thus not necessarily suited for
real time monitoring of the
network systems; other sensors
are more suitable for this. These
sensors are mainly useful for
collecting and evaluating
information that give
administrators indepth
information regarding the
components in their
organizations. Because messages
can be linked to triggers, they can
also be used to trigger warnings.
More on this later.

Data Analysis
Incoming Syslog and Trap data
are first filtered – as already
mentioned – so that only relevant
information lands in the database,
such as errors. The filters can be
adjusted to meet the
administrators’ needs in the
sensor configuration. PRTG’s
filters include an ‘Include’ filter,
which saves messages that fit the
filter, ‘Exclude’, which makes
sure that unwanted messages are
not saved, and ‘Warning’ or
‘Error’, which categorize the
corresponding messages as
warnings or errors.

Socalled ‘fields’ are used to
determine which messages
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belong to which filter. For the
Syslog sensor, this includes

information like ‘Source’,
‘Severity’, ‘Tag’, ‘Appname’
‘ProcID’, ‘Message’, etc. The
fields can be combined using
brackets and the links ‘and’, ‘or’
or ‘not’, which facilitates
detailed data sorting even with
large data volumes. Data that has
been saved in the PRTG system
can be accessed via the
management console. Further
filters can be set here to show
only the information that is
relevant to the current issue.

This takes us back to triggers one
more time. If the administrator
links certain Syslog or Trap
messages with threshold values,
emails or text messages can be
created to notify the
administrator of these. For
example, a speed trigger can be
set up, which would generate a
message if a certain number of
messages per second is reached.

The Syslog and SNMP trap
sensors worked great in our test.
The installation and
configuration are
straightforward, setting filters
shouldn’t cause problems for any
administrator and the
notifications are an efficient way
of staying on top of the status of
individual devices.

One remark regarding the trap
receiver sensors: if
manufacturers provide MIB files
for their devices, simply copy
these files into the PRTG MIB
subfolder. Then the trap sensors
will use the Object Identifier
Resolution (OID), which makes
the trap messages easier to read.
We did this with our Lancom
Router in our test, and the OID
was activated immediately.

The Ticket System
In addition to the new features
mentioned above, the current
version of PRTG also includes a
fullyfledged ticket system. This

system is used to create tickets
manually or automatically (e.g. if

errors occur), which can be
assigned to specific users or user
groups. Users can prioritize the
tickets and close them after
completing the related tasks. This
function helps to give users an
overview of the accumulated
tasks, the responsible persons
and the status of each task.

Because tickets can be created
manually, PRTG is not only
suited to solving failures and
problems that arise in monitoring
the IT environment, but can be
used to deal with all kinds of
difficulties. For example, the
human resources department can
use the ticket system to request
the IT department to create user
accounts for new colleagues.
Notifications are also able to
create tickets automatically, so as
to ensure that each problem will
be recorded in the monitoring
system, not just marked with a
specific color or sent as a
message to the responsible
person. Links to the tickets can

be sent per email and tickets can
easily be modified, reassigned or

The Android app in use on a

smartphone

The information to be logged with the Syslog receiver can be filtered using

efficient filters
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reopened as needed. If PRTG
recognizes that a ticket is no
longer necessary because the
corresponding sensor has stopped
reporting an error, the system
closes the ticket automatically.

PRTG’s predecessor to the ticket
system was the socalled ‘To
Dos’. These were not able to
manage all tasks in the network,
and were restricted to reminding
staff of tasks that were related to
maintenance of PRTG itself, like
software updates, database
maintenance, etc. These ToDos
still exist within the ticket system
and are called ‘ToDo Tickets’.
They can be categorized
according to their content (all,
reports, automatic search, probes,
system error, new program
version).

Tickets can be created within the
ticket system, but they can also
be created directly from a device
entry by rightclicking on the
entry and creating a ticket that
relates to the device. Thus, users
can link tickets to objects in
addition to assigning them to
users.

The ticket overview displays all
tickets in a list. The view can be
filtered according to ‘open’,
‘finished’, ‘closed’, etc.; the
responsible staff also has the
option to filter tickets according
to specific users or modification
dates. Last but not least, the view
can be filtered according to type:
‘User tickets’, ToDo tickets and
‘Notification Tickets’ – tickets
created via notifications.

The ticket system is able to sort
tickets according to priority and
send emails to the responsible
staff member when a new ticket
is created or the ticket’s status is

changed. The system provides
the company with a high
performance, easytouse

solution that helps to ensure that
all tasks are actually completed.

Conclusion
Our test of PRTG 14 proved it to
be an outstanding product. The
solution scores especially high
due to its fast, clear Ajax web
interface, which ensures that
monitoring remains clear and
easy to use, in spite of the
complexity of the task and the
huge range of function available
in Paessler’s PRTG. Even with a
high number of monitored
systems, important sensors can
be selected quickly and setting
required threshold values and
alerts is straightforward and fast.
Functions like the maps and
libraries contribute to improving
the lucidity of the solution and
make it even easier to work with.

We found the mobile apps to be
especially useful with the current
version of PRTG. The
manufacturer invested a lot of
work in the apps and ensured that

all relevant functions of the
monitoring software can be used
on smartphones and tablets.

Administrators will be pleased
that they can arrange work times
and service plans more flexibly
than ever.

The Syslog and SNMP trap
receiver and the ticket system are
meaningful extensions of
PRTG’s range of services and, in
most cases, render any third
party solutions unnecessary.
Thanks to these functions, PRTG
is even useful for IT staff that are
not looking for a monitoring
solution, but are looking for a
free Syslog and trap receiver for
their network. The free PRTG
version comes with ten sensors
and because these are capable of
processing up to 10,000
messages per second, they can
accomplish a lot. Altogether, we
can say that Paessler’s
monitoring solution does not
leave anything wanting and,
thanks to its flexibility and
extensive range of functions, is
suitable for application in nearly
every IT environment.

PRTG offers comprehensive filter options to limit the number of tickets shown
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